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rate a decomposition of the N1 complex in a visual selective attention often dubbed "alpha ringing.'' We applied independent component analysis 

o fUnctionally independent subcomponents with functionally distinct (ICA) to over 1000 single trials (between 50 ms and 250 ms after stimulus on- 

ask and stimulus conditions. ERPs were collected from 20 subjects in set) collected from 8 subjects during a visual selective attention experiment. 

visual target and nontarget stimuli presented at five attended and non- Responses to stimuli (small disks flashed for 116 ms) presented to the left and 
right of fixation were decomposed separately. Most of the 31 resulting com- 
ponents could be paired with a component from the opposite-field decompo- 
sition with a similar scalp map, EEG spectrum, and grand average response. 
The N1 complex in the grand mean evoked response was decomposed into five 
or more independent components. The scalp maps of the most consistent of 
these across subjects resembled the early independentcomponents of thegrand 
average evoked response from 20 subjects (Makeig et al., in press). The EEG 
spectra of many of these components contained a peak in the alpha range and 
contributed to more than one peak in the evoked mponse. Applying ICA spa- 
tial filtering followed by time/frequency analysis demonstrated that changes 
in mean alpha amplitude did not occur after stimulus onset. These results sug- 
gest that the early (Pl/Nl)  components of the human visual evoked response 
sum contributions from multiple spontaneous alpha sources whose activity is 

essing attended and unattended visuospatial events. phase-reset by visual stimulation. 
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unteers (right-handed; age 25-37 years old; 3 females and 
muli were Japanese words consisting of 4 katakana 
). Half of the words were presented in red and the other 

mory task. In the both hemispheres, the first component 
d 180 - 200 ms was elicited. In the left hemisphere, the 
ponent peaking around 350 -- 450 ms followed the first 
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One challenge in the analysis olevent-related potentials (EWs) is to identify 
task-related ditferences in the scalp topograpl~y. Partial least squares (PLS) 
provides a statistical assessinent of the spatio-temporal distribution of scalp 
potentials reflecting experimental effects. We present two simulations reflecting the 
scalp activity of three midline sources to demonstrate the e£ticacy of PLS. Two 
simulated sources were phasic in nature and had no temporal overlap. The third 
was a slow wave, with the same onset as Source 2. Experimental effects were 
latency shifts at a single source or amplitude changes at temporally overlapping 
sources. In both simulations, PLS correctly identified (ask-related differences in the 
simulated EW waveforms Further spatio-temporal decon~position of the results 
correctly identified the original source waveforms that produced the effects. Task- 
related ERP components in a visud selective attention task were also assessed wit11 
PLS. In a choice reaction time task consisting of sequential blocks of trials, features 
of the nontargets were manipulated such that subjects identified stimuli as targets on 
the basis of single features or conjunctions of features (shape and colour). Data for 
hits and correct rejections (CRs) were analyzed. Consistent with peak and 
distributional analyses, the primary task-related effect identified by PLS was a 
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The segregation of figure from ground is often proposed to be a 
fundamental process of early-level vision. Recent neurophysiological 
studies with nonhuman primates have demonstrated that cells in striate 
cortex may play an important role in this process. In the present study, 
we examined the activity of human striate and extrastriate cortex by 
recording event-related potentials (ERPs) from human subjects 
performing a figure-ground segregation task. Task-irrelevant probes 
were flashed within both the figural and background regions of the 
display. Two ERP components that are generated within extrastriate 
cortex (P1 and N1) were larger for probes presented within the figural 
region compared with the background region. Moreover, an ERP 
component known to he generated in striate cortex ( C l )  was also larger 
for probes with the figural region relative to the background region, 
which is directly analogous to previous monkey neurophysiology 
studies of figure-ground segregation. These resuIts suggest that fignre- 
ground organization modulates the earliest stages of cortical processing 
in a top-down manner. 




